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A bstract Smoothing (say by a Guassian kernel) has been a very popular 
technique for optimizing a nonconvex objective function. The rationale behind 
smoothing is that the smoothed function has less spurious local minima than 
the original one. This technique has seen tremendous success in many real 
world tasks such as those arising in machine learning and computer vision. 
Despite its empirical success, there has been little theoretical understanding 
about the effect of smoothing in optimization. This work rigorously studies 
some of the fundamental properties of the smoothing technique. In particular, 
we present a formal definition for the functions that can eventually become 
convex by smoothing. We clarify the related necessary and sufficient conditions 
and present a closed-form expression for the minimizer of the resulted smoothed 
function, when it satisfies certain decay conditions.
1
1 Introduction
It is well-known that global optimization of a nonconvex function, in general, 
is computationally intractable. Nevertheless, many objective functions that we 
need to optimize may be nonconvex. In practice, when working with such a 
nonconvex function, a very natural heuristic is to employ a coarse-to-fine search 
for the global optimum. A popular deterministic procedure that exemplifies 
this idea can be summarized briefly as follows: Consider an unconstrained op­
timization task 1 of minimizing some nonconvex function /  : Mn —>• R. One 
starts from a highly smoothed version of /  and hopes that the smoothing elimi­
nates most spurious local minima of / .  More ideally, one hopes that the highly 
smoothed function would be a convex function, whose global minimum can be 
found efficiently. Once the minimum of the smoothed function is found, one 
could gradually reduce the smoothing effect and follow the continuous path of 
the minimum, eventually towards a minimum of / .  Empirically, people have 
observed that the minimum found this way has high chance to be the global 
minimum.
Despite its simplicity, the smoothing idea or its closely related variants have 
been widely utilized for optimization in different disciplines for a long history, 
although often under different names, such as graduated optimization Blake 
& Zisserman (1987), optimization by homotopy continuation Watson (2001), 
deterministic annealing Rose (1998), diffusion equation method Piela et al. 
(1989), etc. In particular, in machine learning community, there has been an 
increased interest in such concepts with applications to semi-supervised kernel 
machines Sindhwani et al. (2006), multiple instance learning Gehler & Chapelle 
(2007); Kim & Torre (2010), and semi-supervised structured output Dhillon 
et al. (2012).
Another closely related domain is computer vision, where the smoothing 
idea has been very popular for image alignment. The goal is to estimate the 
geometric transformation from one to the other so that their intensity becomes 
the most correlated. This is an optimization task in the space of transforma­
tion that minimizes the visual difference between the images Irani & Anandan 
(1999). Unfortunately, the cost function associated to this problem usually con­
tains many local minima. Thus, unless very good initialization is provided, 
simple greedy optimization may lead to poor results. To escape from local 
minima, practitioners typically adopt a coarse-to-fine scheme instead Baker & 
Matthews (2004); Lucas Kanade (1981); Simard et al. (1993); Vasconcelos 
& Lippman (1998). That is, the initial transformation is estimated based on 
highly blurred images. The estimated transformation at the coarser level is then 
used to initialize the alignment at the next less coarse level. One repeats this 
process until reaching the original (non-blurred) images.
Such a smoothing process has connection with some very fundamental con­
cepts in mathematics and physics Piela (2002). For example, in the heat equa­
tion, temperature diffuses across the object over time. This process annihi-
1 Constraints could be integrated into the objective function by various penalty methods.
2
lates local temperature fluctuations by spreading the heat across the object. 
In a sense, this process smoothes the initial distribution of temperature over 
time. Heat equation is a representative for a large class of problems called 
parabolic partial differential equations. This class of problems is of great im­
portance in mathematics. By slightly altering the heat equation one can obtain 
Schrodinger’s equation. Again, this equation is of great importance in quan­
tum physics. The solution to Schrodinger’s equation results in some kind of 
oscillatory smoothing.
Surprisingly, despite its long history, tremendous popularity, and deep con­
nections to fundamental concepts in physics and mathematics, there has been 
little theoretical understanding about the effect of smoothing in optimization 
and the continuous path of the minimizers associated with the process of gradual 
smoothing. For example, this approach is the most useful for a function when 
smoothing can ultimately lead to a convex function. If so, what conditions on 
/  are required to guarantee this?
Even if we know that a given function can become convex by smoothing, 
there are still outstanding questions. For example, severe smoothing of the ob­
jective function makes the resulting function almost flat. This causes troubles to 
many numerical procedures for finding the minimizer of such (convex) functions; 
the solution can be extremely unstable and inaccurate. Thus, it is important to 
know if there is any closed-form solution for such a minimizer?
This work provides clear answers to the above fundamental questions. Due 
to space limitation, the paper only presents sketch of the proofs and full detailed 
proofs are presented in the supplementary appendix. The paper first presents 
a formal definition for functions, which can become convex by smoothing. We 
refer to such functions as “asymptotically convex functions” . We show that, 
under mild conditions, asymptotically convex functions are a nontrivial superset 
of convex functions and inherit some of the nice properties of convex functions. 
For example, they obey some form of gradient inequality and positive-definite 
Hessian. We present an extremely simple and derivative-free condition that 
can test whether a function is asymptotically convex; by checking the sign of 
f Rn f { x ) d x .  In addition, we prove that the minimizer for these asymptotically 
convex functions has a very simple closed form; it is the center of mass of the 
original function2.
Admittedly, the asymptotic convexity, although a crucial necessary condi­
tion, is not sufficient to guarantee one can always find the global minimizer 
through following the path of minimizers of the smoothed functions. The lat­
ter requires additional constraints on the objective function (so that there will 
be no singularity, e.g. bifurcation, along the path and that the path lands at 
the global optimum.) Nevertheless, our results on asymptotic convexity reveal 
many good properties about this class of functions and would enable people to 
investigate the conditions for global optimality in the future.
2 Similar results about center of mass and the sign of the integral are obtained by Loog 
et al. (2001), but under the more restricted setting of compactly supported functions.
3
2 A ssum ptions and N otation s
We use x  for scalars, x  for vectors, X  for matrices, and Mn for sets. A scalar 
valued function is denoted by / ( . )  and the convolution operator by ★ . Unless 
stated otherwise, ||x|| means ||a:||2 and V means V x. Finally, the £2 ball centered 
at *0 with radius p is denoted by B(xq, p).
Throughout this paper, by smoothing the function /  we mean convolving it 
with the isotropic Gaussian kernel k(x-, a2), with a > 0, as defined below:
k(x;cr2)
(\/2Tva)n
We also assume that the domain of /  is the entire IRn. The smoothed version 
of f ( x ) is denoted by g (x ;a ):
g(x;<r) =  f ( x ) * k ( x ; c r 2) =  [  f ( t )k (x - t - , c r2)dt.
Note that such g is the solution to the heat equation Widder (1975) in the 
domain of Mn and with initial condition <7(0;; 0) =  f (x) .
Throughout the paper, we always assume f ( x )  has sub-exponential growth, 
i.e. it satisfies 3p > 0, Vx G Rn \ 13(0, p) ; |/(cc)| < ellxH. This is only to keep 
g(x-,o), which is obtained by the Gaussian convolution, well-defined.
3 Definitions
Definition A real-valued continuous function f ( x )  is called “asymptotically 
convex” if the following statement holds:
VM > 0, 3 o*m , Vxi g 5 (0 ,M ), Vx2 G 5 (0 ,M)
VA G [0,1], V<r > a*M :
g(A*i +  (1 -  A)x 2; <t) < \g(xi\a)  +  (1 -  A)g(x2; cr).
(1)
Definition An “asymptotically strict convex” function /  is defined similar to 
the asymptotic convex function but with strict inequality.
_  * 2 x2t 2Example Consider the objective function of form f (x )  =  e aT* -  e 2— for 
t >  0. For small e, this function looks like £q norm, often seen in the literature 
of feature selection and sparse representation . The function /  provides a much 
better surrogate for £q norm compared to the i\ norm. Interestingly, while f (x ) ,  
except at its tip, is concave everywhere, it is asymptotically convex (Figure 1)!
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Figure 1: Left to  R ight: The function g(x;a)  =  [ /* / : ( .  ;cr)](a;), where f ( x )  =
_  X2 _  x 2 f 2
e 57 -  e 2—, with increasing values of a. Nonconvex regions are colored by- 
pink.
4 Basic Properties
Asymptotic convex functions inherit the well-known gradient and Hessian prop­
erties as shown in the following two propositions. The proofs are similar to their 
standard counterparts. However, here we present the proofs for completeness.
Proposition  1 A function / ( x) is asymptotically convex “if and only i f ” it 
obeys the following gradient inequality:
VM > 0 , 3  cr*M , Vxi G B(0, M ) , Vx2 € 3(0, M)
VA G [0,1], V<7 > :
g (x2; <r) -  g {x i; a) <  (*2 -  x i ) TVg(x2\a) . (2)
P ro o f Sketch 1. Supposing /  is asymptotically convex, we prove the gra­
dient inequality by writing the definition of asymptotic convexity (1) and 
setting A —> 0.
2. Assuming the gradient inequality holds, we prove g(x; a) is asymptotically 
convex by applying gradient inequality to the pair of points x\ and x 3, as 
well as x 2 and x 3, where x 3 =  Axi-f (1—A)x2- Taking convex combination 
of the two inequalities finishes the proof.
□
Proposition  2 The function f ( x )  is asymptotically convex “if and only i f ” it 
obeys the following condition:
V M >  0, 3a*M , V x e B ( 0 , M ) ,  V<r > :
V 2g(x; a ) y O .  (3)
P ro o f Sketch 1. Supposing /  is asymptotically convex, we prove (3). We 
write g as its second order Taylor expansion of g at x  along some arbi­
trary direction u  plus Taylor’s remainder (higher order terms). Since /  
is asymptotically convex, it obeys the gradient inequality (2). Applying
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that to the Taylor’s expansion and observing that higher order terms can 
be ignored when A —► 0, the result is obtained.
2. Assuming that (3) holds, we prove that /  is asymptotically convex. Choose 
any pair of points x\ and x 2 in B{0, M).  The proof uses a third point x 3 =  
Axi +  (1 — A)aj2 for some A G [0,1] and then applies mean value theorem to 
derive the gradient inequality for asymptotically convex functions. Thus 
/  is asymptotically convex.
□
Rem ark Unlike non-asymptotic counterparts of gradient and Hessian inequal­
ities, the asymptotic ones do “not” require once and twice differentiability con­
ditions. That is because any function (with sub-exponential growth) convolved 
with a Gaussian kernel becomes smooth, in the sense of being C°°.
Proposition  3 Any convex function f  : Mn —> M is asymptotically convex.
P ro o f Sketch The proof simply starts with the definition of a convex function 
and then exploits the non-negativity of the Gaussian kernel. Integrating both 
sides of the inequality proves the proposition.
□
Definition The function /  is asymptotically strict convex if it satisfies the 
following condition:
VM > 0 , 3  cr*M , V® G B{0, M ) , Vcr > a*M :
V 2g ( x ; a ) y O .  (4)
5 Derivative Free R esults for Decaying Func­
tions
5.1 Asymptotic Convexity for Functions with Rapidly Enough 
Decay Rate
M ain Result (Corollary 9) Consider f  : Mn —> M. Suppose there exists an 
origin-centered ball, out of which f  decays like ||x||~n~3 or faster. Then, f  is 
asymptotically strict convex “if and only i f ” f ( x )  dx <  0.
Exam ple Show that f (x )  =  — )3 is asymptotically convex.
We first show that f [x )  decays fast enough. Choose M* =  0 and c =  1, 
then it follows that Vx; |/(x)| < x~4. This can be checked by observing that 
|/(x)| < | cos(x)|(l +  x4)-3 < (1 +  x4) -3 <  x -4 . Thus, it just remains to show 
JRf ( x ) d x  <  0. Computing the closed form of f R f (x )  dx is difficult. However,
6
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using the fact that — cos(x) < ^—  1, we construct an upper bound for f (x )
x2 _  x2 _
as ( f e r ) 3- We have / R( ^ r ) 3dx =  Hence f (x )  is asymptotically
convex.
The proof for the main result is now presented in a modular fashion through 
several pieces.
P roposition  4 For any two real vectors x  and t, and any a > 0, the following 
inequality holds:
0 < 1 + ( {xk ~ tk)2 V a2
^ 3 (xk -  tk)2
- 2  <72
2
P ro o f Sketch The key is the inequality §*2 -  1 >  — l)e  > — 1 for any
z GR. Choosing z =  (xk — tk)/cr and some manipulation proves the result.
□
Lem m a 5 Consider f  : W1 —> EL Suppose there exists for f  some M* >  0, 
c >  0 and integer a > n +  3 with the following property:
Vx € Mn \ B{0, AT) ; |/(x)| < c||x||-a .
Then, the following inequality holds for any x  G 13(0, M ):
| f ( x ) d x  +  o 2(2na2)% - ^ g ( x ; a )  |
3cm r?M *(w~a) /  M 2 M M * M*2 \
2<r2T(^ +  1) \a — a — n — l ”^a  — n — 2/
P ro o f Sketch We split the domain of integration within | fRn f ( x )  dx +  a2(2na2)% J^rg(x; cr) \ 
into interior and exterior of the ball B(0,M*).  Now we upper bound each of 
the integrals separately. The integral over the interior can be bounded using 
Cauchy-Schwartz inequality (to split /  from k) and then applying Proposition 
4 to the Gaussian kernel.
The exterior integral uses Proposition 4 and then applies lemma’s assump­
tion about the decay rate of / .  This gives a radially symmetric integrand that is 
easy to compute. The result follows by putting together bounds on the interior 
and exterior integrals.
□
Proposition  6 For any two real vectors x  and t, and any o >  0, the following 
inequality holds:
\ x j - t j | \xk - t k\ ju^*nl \xj -  tj\ |xk -  tk\ 
a2 a ~ <r2
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P ro o f Sketch We use the inequality \z\ > \z\e~^ > 0 that holds for any 
2 G M. In particular, choosing 2 =  (xj -  tj)/a and then again 2 =  (xk -  ifc)/<x, 
plus some manipulation proves the result.
n
Lemma 7 Consider f  : Mn —> R. Suppose there exists for f  some M* >  0, 
c >  0 and integer a >  n +  3 with the following property:
V i 6 1 "  \ 13(0, M * ) ; |/(*)| < c||*||-a.
Then, the following inequality holds for any x  G 5(0, AT):
a2( 27T(T2)^ d2
dxjxk
g(x;a)
<
(M  +  M
+-
o ‘
cmr%M*
- « ' <  ( i W T n M ‘ n )
( n -a )
r(f + 1)
M 2
<r2m  +  l)
/   ^  2 MM M \
\a — n a — n —l a — n — 2 /
P ro o f Sketch The proof strategy is very similar to that of Lemma 5.
□
Theorem  8 Consider /  : Rn —» M. Suppose there exists for f  some M* >  0, 
c > 0 and integer a > n +  3 with the following property:
Vx G Rn \ 5 (0, A T ) ; |/(*)| <  c||x||-a.
Then, for any e > 0 and any M  >  0, if a (as a function of e and M ) is 
chosen large enough in the sense of satisfying the following inequality,
cnir%
+  U j  +  i)
, A /2 MM* M*2 x\
( ------------ 1* 2 -------------- t  H---------------- r ) )  ,a — n a — n — 1 a — n — 2 ' J
it is guaranteed to have3,
Vx G 5(0 , Af),
III  f  f(t) dt +  cr2 ( v /27rcr)n V 2^ ( x ;c r ) | |  < e .
II J R„ lloo
3The notation |A||oo is for th e  m ax-norm  of the m atrix A and is defined as ||A||oo =  
m a x jj \aij\.
8
P ro o f Sketch We first upper bound ||J / R„ f ( t )d t  +  a2(\Z2na)nV 2g(x;  <7)1(00 
by applying Lemma 5 to the diagonals and Lemma 7 to the off-diagonals of the 
expression inside | . ||oo- In order prove the theorem, it is sufficient to set the 
derived upper bound less than e.
□
Corollary 9 Consider f  : Mn —> M. Suppose there exists for f  some M* >  0, 
c > 0 and integer a > n +  3 with the following property:
Va? G r  \ B(0, A T ) ; |/(x)| < c||x||-a.
Then, f  is asymptotically strict convex “if and only i f ” JR / ( x) dx <  0.
P ro o f Sketch Considering Proposition 2, any function /  is asymptotically 
strict convex if and only if for any M  >  0 there exists a o*M, such that for 
any a > o*M, V 2f/(x; a) or equivalently a2(y/2na)n'V2g(x; a) is positive definite 
within #(0, M).
The tail decay assumptions allow us to apply Theorem 8. Note that here 
||/(£)|| < 00 due to its decay rate property. Thus, ||I  fRn f ( t )  dt-\-a2(\/2na)nV 2g(x-, cj)||00. 
Consequently, if fRn f ( t ) d t  <  0, then cr2(\/27rcr)nV 2fir(x; cr) can be made arbi­
trarily close to a matrix with zero off-diagonals and strictly positive diagonals 
and thus /  is asymptotically convex.
On the other hand, if /  is asymptotically convex, it satisfies cr2(y/2TTcr)n V 2p(x; a) >~
O, which can approach to a matrix with zero off-diagonals and equal diagonals 
(all equal to — f Rn f ( t )  dt), where the only choice for fRn f ( t )  dt is to be strictly 
negative in order to keep a2(\/27r<x)nV 20(cc; cr) positive definite.
□
5.2 Asymptotic Minimizer for Functions with Rapidly Enough 
Decay Rate
Main Result (C orollary 13) Consider f  : Mn -> M. Suppose there is an 
origin-centered ball out of which f  decays like ||x||-n -4  or faster. Then for
any origin-centered ball, there always exists some a that can make j^n ^(1) dt* 
arbitrary close to the stationary point of g(x;cr).
, ( x — l ) 2 _2
Example Show that f ( x )  =  e ¡rr-  — e~x is asymptotically convex and find 
its asymptotic minimizer.
It is easy to check that f (x )  satisfies the decay condition because Vx|/(x)| < 
2|x|-5 . On the other hand, f Rf (x )d x  =  -1.21195 (up to 6 decimal num­
bers). Therefore, f { x )  is asymptotically convex. In addition x* =  ^  Xf(x)dx ~
-0.46247 (up to 6 decimal numbers). Figure 2 shows how /  looks more convex 
and its minimizer approaches —0.46247 as a increases.
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(x — 1)^ _2
Figure 2: g(x;cr) =  f ( x ) * k(x] a), f ( x )  =  e — e_x for different choices
of cr. Notice that the minimizer becomes unique for large a and approaches the 
yellow line x  =  -0.46247.
In the following, we present a modular proof of the main result.
Lemma 10 (Zeroth M om ent Convergence) Consider f  : En -> K. Sup­
pose there exists for f  some M* >  0, c >  0 and integer a > n +  3 with the 
following property:
V x e r  \ £ (0 ,A T ); |/(x)| < c||x||-a. 
Then for any x  G -6(0, M) the following inequality holds:
f  x / II— *iia \
L /(t)( 1 -*' )dt
(M  +  M*
+
2cr2 
cn7r  ^M*n~a
w m w  (
7T^
r(f + i)A T " )1
, M 2 M M '  
( - --------- +  2 ' +
M*
2cr2r(^  +  1) va — n a — n — 1 a — n — 2;) •
P ro o f Sketch The proof is similar to that of Lemma 5, except that here we use 
an additional fact Vy 6 K ; 1 — e~y <  y2 when bounding the interior integral.
□
Lemma 11 (First M om ent Convergence) Consider f  : Rn -»• R. Suppose 
there exists for f  some M* >  0, c > 0 and integer a > n +  4 with the following 
property:
Vx G Mn \ 5(0, M * ); |/(x)| <  c\\x\\~a.
Then for any x  G 6(0, M), and any i =  1,2, the following inequality
10
holds:
dt
< (M  +  M *)2 
2 ^
cm r$M*n+1- a
2^2 r ( f +  1)
M 2
+  2-/   V a — n — 1
MM*
+
M »- \
a — n — 3 /a — n — 2
P ro o f Sketch The proof strategy is very similar to that of 5, except that here 
we use an additional fact Vy E R ; 1 — e~y < y2 when bounding the interior 
integral.
□
Theorem  12 Consider f  : Mn —> R. Suppose there exists for f  some M* > 0, 
c > 0 and integer a >  n +  4 with the following property:
V x 6 K n \ £(0 , A T ) ; |/(*)| < c||x||-a.
Then, for any e > 0 and any i =  1 ,2 ,... ,n, there always exists some a* >  0 
such that for any a > a*, and for any x  E B(0,M) the following inequality 
holds:
I Jr» f(t)U dt f Rn f ( t ) t fk(x -  t ; a2) dt i
A »  / ( * ) dt / R» /(* )* (*  -  ^2)
< £.
P ro o f Sketch The theorem seeks to bound ?<« I
or equivalently bound I ~/(t) dt* ~ dt I
fun f(t)e 2<t:r*E dt
We first must ensure that the denominators are non-zero. We already know 
from theorem’s assumptions that JR„ f ( t ) dt ±  0. Thus, we just need to ensure
/ R» dt /  0. We use the fact that V(a, 6) € R — {0 } x M ; |a| >
2UB(|a — b\) => 2|6| > |a|, where UB means upper bound. Therefore, in order
to have | fRn f ( t ) e  dt | > 11 JRn f ( t )  dt \ ^  0, it is sufficient to satisfy
5 I / r« /(*)dt I > UB(I / rh / ( * ) dt -  Jr» f { t ) e ~ ^ ^ ~  dt\). The UB( •) here can 
be obtained using Lemma 10. It is easy to show that there always exists some 
a that satisfies the above sufficient condition, simply by moving a to one side 
of the inequality and showing the other side is bounded (a* is the value of 
<x when inequality is replaced by equality). The boundedness holds because 
/ Rn/(t )d t  ^  0 by theorem’s assumptions, and that ||/(£)|| < oo due to its 
decay rate property.
I a»-til2
After making sure that I ,dt 1 js well-defined, we
s Jr™ fW e dt
proceed to establish an upper bound for it. We use the fact that a/b — c/d =
11
a/b(d -  b)/d + { a -  c)/d, which implies that |f -  f  | <  jff '
Applying this fact to the expression we want to bound, and then moving cr to 
one side, we observe that such a always exists, because the other side is always 
bounded (cr* is obtained at the equality). More precisely, fRn f ( t )d t  /  0 due 
to theorem’s assumptions, and ||/(£)|| < oo and ||ii/(t)|| < oo due to decay rate 
property of / .
Remember, however, we earlier had an additional constraint on cr* to keep 
the denominator non-zero. In order for cr* to jointly satisfy both conditions, we 
take the maximum of the two, which is still a bounded number and thus always 
exists.
□
Corollary 13 Consider /  : Rn —> M. Suppose there exists for f  some M* >  0, 
c > 0 and integer a > n +  4 with the following property:
V i 6 1 "  \ ¿5(0, M * ) ; |/(x)| < c||x|| a.
Let x* denote a stationary point of g {x ; cr), that is V g (x* ; cr) =  0 . Then, for 
any e > 0 and any M  >  0, there always exists some (large enough) cr > 0 (which 
depends on t and M ) that can make | _  x* ||oo arbitrarily small.
P roo f Sketch The assumption on /  allows application of theorem 12. Conse­
quently, the theorem holds for all * =  1,2, ■ ■ • n “simultaneously” , when stated 
as the following. For i =  1 ,2 ,. . . ,n ,  and any a >  0 there “always exists” 
some cr* > 0 such that for any cr > a*, and for any x  € ¿5(0, M ) the following 
inequality holds:
Vi € { 1 ,2 , . . . ,n }
I JRn f (t)t j  dt _  JRn f (t )t jk (x  -  t; cr2) dt \
I / R„ f { t )  dt fRn f ( t )k (x  - t ; a 2)dt I ~ e ^
1 JRn f(t)tjdt _  fRn f  {t)tjk(x — t; a2)dt i
I j Rn f(t)dt fRn f ( t )k (x  -  t; a2)dt | -  ne* '
(5)
On the other hand, we know that HxHoo < ||x||i, which combined with (5) 
gives the following:
1 JRn f (t)t j  dt JRn f (t )t jk(x  -  t ; cr2) dt n
II / Rn f ( t )  dt fRn f ( t )k (x  -  t; a2) dt IL  “  '
We stress that for any “arbitrarily small” e >  0, there always exists some 
corresponding a* that satisfies the bound in (6) for any cr > cr*.
It just remains to show how (6) is related to a stationary point of g (x ; cr). We 
proceed by writing down the definition of a stationary point x* as Vg(x*a-, a) =  
fRn f { t )  fc(x* — t\ cr2) dt. Zero crossing this expression leads to x* =
tf(t)k(x"-t-ai)dt • PlugginS the latter into (6) proves the corollary.
□
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6 T he Function Space over W 1
Figure 3: The taxonomy of the space of functions { /  : Mn —> M}.
Consider the space of functions { /  : Kn -* M}. Based on the materials 
presented in the paper, it is easy to see how different subsets of such function 
space are related to each other (Figure 3). Remember that we say a function has 
sub-exponential growth if it satisfies 3p > 0, V* G Mn \ 13(0, p) ; |/(x)| <
(note that the sign of the exponential is positive).
From Proposition 3, we know that any convex function with sub-exponential 
growth is also asymptotically convex. For example, the convex function f (x )  =  
x 2, when convolved with the Gaussian gives g(x-,a) =  x 2 +  a2 which is asymp­
totically convex. Thus, as long as we limit our focus to functions with sub­
exponential growth, asymptotically convex functions form a superset of standard 
convex functions. Of course, there exist convex functions that do not satisfy this 
growth condition, e.g. f ( x )  =  exp(exp(x)).
There are other interesting relationships “within” asymptotically convex set. 
For example, convex functions (excluding constant functions) and decaying func­
tions are mutually disjoint. That is because if f ( x )  is convex, then there exists 
some direction u G Rn , ||ti|| =  1 such that limp_*.oo \f(pu)\ =  oo. Finally, 
it is obvious that functions with bounded support are a subset of those with 
decaying tails.
An interesting fact about asymptotically convex functions is that this class 
is very rich and covers almost any practical problem. Consider any (possibly 
nonconvex) unconstrained optimization problem x* =  argminxeRn /(*)• If the 
x* is not asymptotically at infinity, then any large enough ball of radius p will 
contain the (set of) {x * }. In addition, let 7 be any upper bound on f ( x )  when 
x  € 13(0, p). Then the function f ( x ) as defined in (7) has the same minimizer 
as that of f (x ) ,  i.e. {x * } =  {x * }. Thus, from optimization point of view, these 
two functions are equivalent. However, by Corollary 9, it is easy to check that
/ ( * )  is asymptotically convex.
otherwise (7)
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7 Conclusion and Future Directions
This paper rigorously investigated some of the fundamental properties of the 
smoothing technique. We presented a formal definition for asymptotic convexity 
and clarified the related necessary and sufficient conditions. We gave closed 
form and derivative free expressions, when the function decays fast enough, 
for checking asymptotic convexity as well as deriving the asymptotic minimizer 
itself. Considering the increasing interest in optimization by smoothing in recent 
years, these results may initiate a theoretical substrate for further studies of this 
method. There are at least two important directions that can be pursued for 
further research.
While our analysis was focused on smoothing by the Gaussian kernel, such 
kernel is not the only choice for smoothing. In fact, there is a rich literature 
about other smoothing kernels and their theoretical properties, such as Poisson 
field kernels Felsberg & Sommer (2001), Bessel kernels Burgeth et al. (2005), 
etc. We believe that our results can be easily modified to cover many other 
smoothing kernels. Yet, a detailed work out of this idea would need further 
study.
Another direction for future research is seeking for additional properties of 
a function which provides a traceable path from the asymptotic minimizer to 
some minimizer in the original (non-smoothed) function. More precisely, the 
Hessian of g(x; a) should not become singular along the followed path in order 
to ensure traceability. We believe, some constraints on the smoothness of /  may 
provide control over the evolution of the eigenvalues of V 2g(x; a) over time.
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8 A ppen dix
8.1 Assumptions and Notations
We use x  for scalars, x  for vectors, X  for matrices, and Mn for sets. A scalar 
valued function is denoted by /( .)  and the convolution operator by *. Unless 
stated otherwise, ||x|| means ||aj||2 and V means Vj,.. Finally, the i2 ball centered 
at *o with radius p is denoted by B(xo,p).
Throughout this paper, by smoothing the function /  we mean convolving it 
with the isotropic Gaussian kernel k(x ; a2), with a >  0, as defined below:
We also assume that the domain of /  is the entire Mn. The smoothed version 
of f ( x )  is denoted by g(x;a).
Note that such g is the solution to the heat equation in the domain of Kn 
and with initial condition g(x,0) =  f (x ) .
Throughout the paper, we always assume f ( x )  has sub-exponential growth, 
i.e. it satisfies 3p > 0, Vx e  IRn \ <8(0, p) ; |/(aj)| <  This is only to keep 
g(x;cr), which is obtained by the Gaussian convolution, well-defined.
8.2 Definitions
Definition A real-valued continuous function f ( x )  is called “asymptotically 
convex” if the following statement holds:
Definition An “asymptotically strict convex” function /  is defined similar to 
the asymptotic convex function but with strict inequality.
8.3 Proofs
Proposition  1 (Gradient Inequality for A sym ptotic C onvexity) A func­
tion f  : Rn —>■ M is asymptotically convex “if and only i f ” it obeys the following 
gradient inequality.
VM > 0, 3 o*M , V*i € 8 (0 ,M ) , V*2 € 8 (0 ,M ) , VA € [0,1 ], Vct > <j*M :
V M >  0, 3 a*M , Vxi € 8 (0 ,M ) , Vx2 e 8 (0 ,M )
VA € [0,1], Vcr > o*M :
g(\xi +  (1 -  A)x 2; <t) < Xg(xi;cr) +  (1 -  A)^(*2; <r) ■ (8)
g(x2;a) -  g {x i ;a)  <  (x2 -  x i ) TVg(x2-,a) . (9)
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P ro o f Sketch 1. We suppose /  is asymptotically convex and prove that the 
gradient inequality holds. We start by writing the definition of asymptotic 
convexity (8) as below:
VM > 0 , 3  a*M , Va?i G 5 (0, M ) , V*2 € 5(0, M)
VA G [0,1], Ver > cr^ :
g(Xxi +  (1 -  A)cc2; a) <  \g{x^<j)  +  (1 -  X)g{x2; a ) . 
This implies that for A € (0,1] we have
g{A(*i -  x 2) +  x 2-tr) -  g(x2; a) 
A < g{xi;(r) -  g (x2; a ) .
In particular, letting A -»  0 we derive the following.
(10)
(11)
( * i  ~ x 2)TVg(x2;a) <  g(xi;a) -  g(x2;a) (12)
=  g(x2;a) -  g(xi; a) <  (x2 -  Xi)TVg{x2-(r). (13)
2. Now suppose that the gradient inequality holds. We prove that this implies 
g(x; a) is asymptotically convex. By the gradient inequality we have the 
following for points X\ and x$\
VM > 0, 3a*M , V*i G B(0, M ) , V®3 € 5(0 , M ) , VA e  [0,1], Va > a*M : 
g (x3; a) -  g (x i; <r) <  (x 3 -  x i )TV^(a;3; a ) . (14)
Also, we can have the following for points x 2 and x 3.
VM > 0 , 3  , Va;2 G 5(0, M ) , V*3 € 5(0 , M ) , VA e [0,1], Va > a*M :
g {x3’i a) -  g (x2; a) <  (x 3 -  x 2)TV g (x 3; <r). (15)
In particular, we can choose x 3 G 5(0 , M ) such that it satisfies the fol­
lowing relationship.
x 3 =  A*i +  (1 -  A)a;2 (16)
Note that there exists such x 3 G 5(0, M ) because 5(0, M ) is a convex set 
and we know that any convex combination of two points within a convex 
set lies inside that set.
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VM > 0, 3a*M , V*i € 5 (0, M ) , Vx2 G 5(0, M ) , VA € [0,1], Vrx > <x^
3 x 3 G 5(0, Af) :
x 3 =  Axi +  (1 -  A)x 2
^(x3; a) -  g(xi;  a) < (x3 -  x 1 )TS7g(x3; a)
g(x3; a) -  g (x2; a) <  (x3 -  x 2)TVg(x3; a) . (IT)
In particular, taking the convex combination of the above inequalities 
implies below.
VM > 0, 3 (j*M , Vxi G 5 (0 ,M ) , Vx2 G 5 (0 ,M ) , VA G [0,1], V<x > a*M 
3 x 3 G 5(0, M ) : 
x 3 = Axi + (1 -  A)x2
Xg(x3\a) -  Xg(xi;a) +  (1 -  A)g(x3;a) -  (1 -  A)s (x 2;<t)
< A(x 3 -  Xi )t V^(x 3; cr) +  (1 -  A)(x 3 -  x 2)TVg( x3‘, a) . (18)
We now plug in x 3 =  Axi +  (1 -  A)x2 into RHS of the inequality (18) and 
manipulate it as below.
A(x3 -  Xi)t V<7(x 3; <t) +  (1 -  A)(x3 -  x 2)TVp(x3; <j) (19)
^A(x3 -  x i) + (1 -  A)(x3 -  x 2)) Vc/(x3; a) (20)
^A(Axi + (1 -  A)x2 -  x i) +  (1 -  A)(Axi +  (1 -  A)x 2- a j2)) Vd)
0TV5(x3;ir). (22)
Therefore, (18) can be restated as below:
VM > 0, 3a*M , Vxi G 5 (0 ,M ) , Vx2 G 5 (0 ,M ) , VA G [0,1], V<r > a*M 
3 x 3 G 5(0, M ) : 
x 3 =  Axi +  (1 -  A)x 2
g(x3] a) -  Xg(x!-a)  -  (1 -  A)g(x2] a) <  0 . (23)
Finally, plugging the definition of x 3 again into (23), we derive:
VM > 0, 3 a*M , Vx! € 5 (0 ,M ) , Vx2 G 5 (0 ,M ) , VA G [0,1], V<x > a*M 
g^Xxi +  (1 -  A)x 2;<t  ^ -  Xg(x\\a) -  (1 -  A)g{x2\a) <  0 . (24)
□
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Proposition 2 (Hessian C ondition for A sym ptotic Convexity) The func­
tion f ( x )  is asymptotically convex “if and only i f ” it obeys the following condi­
tion.
V M > 0 , 3 ( 7 ^ , V x g £(0 ,M) ,V<t ><7^ :
V2j(x; <t)>z O. (25)
P ro o f Sketch 1. We suppose /  is asymptotically convex and then prove it 
implies the following condition of the Proposition.
Let u  G Kn such that ||u|| =  1 be any direction. Using second order 
Taylor’s expansion of g around x , we have the following:
where r(x, Xu) is the reminder of the Taylor’s expansion. Since /  is asymp­
totically convex, it obeys the gradient inequality (9) (with xi  being x  +  Xu 
and a?2 being x  here). Therefore, (27) can be rewritten as below.
In particular, letting A —y 0, |r(aj, Ait)| |^A2itT V 2p(aj; a)u\, we derive 
uTV 2g(x-,a)u >  0, which is equivalent to S/2g ( x ’,a) >z O.
2. We assume that VM > 0 , 3  a*M , Vx 6 13(0, M ) , VVr > a*M => V 2g (x ; a) >z 
O  holds and prove that /  is asymptotically convex.
Choose any pair of points X\ and X2 in 13(0, M ). Then there exists a point 
=  Aa?i +  (1 — A)x 2 for some A G [0,1] such that the following identity 
holds (an extension of mean value theorem to the second derivative).
g(xi ;a)  =  g(x2; (T )+ (x i - x 2)T'Vg(x2; ( j ) + ( x i - X 2)TV 2g(x3-,a)(x1- X 2) .
However, since V 2g(x-,a) O  for any x  G 13(0, M ), it holds at x  =  x% 
as well. Note that X3 has to lie inside the convex set 13(0, M ) because x\
VM > 0, Vx g £ ( 0 , M ) ,  Va>a*M :
V2s(x; c r ) y O. (26)
(27)
V M > 0 , 3 « 7 m ,Vx €B(0,AÎ),V<7><tm : 
^X2uTV2g(x; a)u +  r(x,\uj >  0. (28)
(29)
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and x 2 are in the latter ball, and *3 is merely a convex combination of 
these two points. Thus we derived the following inequality:
VM > 0, 3a*M , € 5(0, M ) , V®2 € 5(0, M ) , VA € [0,1], >  a*M :
9( x i;<r) -  g(x2;<r) -  (®i -  x 2)TVg( x2]a) >  0 (30)
=  g{x2;a)  -  g(x  1; cr) <  (®2 -  x x)TWg(x2; a ) . (31)
The above is the gradient inequality (9) for asymptotically convex func­
tions and thus /  is asymptotically convex.
□
P roposition  3 Any convex function with sub-exponential growth is asymptoti­
cally convex.
P ro o f  Sketch The proof simply starts with the definition of a convex function 
and then exploits the non-negativity of the Gaussian kernel. Sub-Exponential 
growth condition is merely used to keep Gaussian convolution bounded and 
hence well-defined.
VA € [0,1] , V (®i,*2,t) G Kn X  r  X  Rn : (32)
/ ( A(*i -  t) +  (1 -  A)(aj2 -  t)) < A/(®i -  t) 4- (1 -  A )/(® 2 -  «033)
=► J  k(t-,(r)f^X(xi - 1) +  (1 -  A)(®2 -  t^jdt (34)
< J  k(t; a) (\f(xi -  t) +  (1 -  A)/(®2 -  ty'jdt (35)
=>• 5 ^A®i +  (1 -  A)®2;<t  ^ < \g(xi\<r) +  (1 -  \)g(x2‘,(r) (36)
This result is independent of M  and thus holds for any arbitrary value of M  
for satisfying the definition (8).
□
8.4 Derivative Free Results on Asymptotic Convexity
8.4.1 A sym ptotic Convexity for Functions with R apidly Enough D e­
cay Rate
M ain Result (Corollary 9) Consider f  : Rn —► M. Suppose there exists an 
origin-centered ball, out of which f  decays like ||®||~n-3 or faster. Then, f  is 
asymptotically strict convex “if and only if” f£  f ( x )  dx <  0.
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In the sequel, we present the proof of the main result.
Proposition 4 (Bound on Hessian’s Diagonal o f  a Gaussian) For any real 
vectors x  and t and any a2 >  0, the following inequality holds:
0 < l + ( i S - > .)2 - l ) e- z  3 (xfc -  i fc)2 
“ 2 a2 (37)
P roo f Sketch Consider the function [z2 — l )e _ ~^ defined for any z € M. We 
first obtain an over-estimator for this function that has simpler form. In fact, it 
turns out the Taylor expansion up to the second order term gives such an over 
estimator:
V 2 6 R  ; ^z2 -  1 >  (z2 -  l ) e ~ ^  > - 1 .  (38)
In particular, by choosing z =  (xk — tk)/cr, we can proceed as below.
3 (gfc -  tkf
2 a2
3 (xfc -  tkf
- 1 >(
- 1 >(
(xk ~ tk)‘ 
a2
(xk ~ tkf
- 1 )
- 1 )
_ (xfc *fc)
> - 1
3 (Xfc tfc) ({.Xk tk) 1\ _
9 ----- 12---------1 ^  ( -------12---------l ) e 2Sr- > -1
3 [Xk tfc) ^ (i,Xk tk)
=  9 ----- ---------------------Z2---------1)< 4 - 1 ^ 0 .
(39)
> -  w
(41)
(42)
□
Lemma 5 (Convergence o f  Hessian’s Diagonal) Consider f  : W 1 -> M.
Suppose there exists for f  some M* >  0, c > 0 and integer a >  n +  3 with the 
following property:
Vx e  r  \ B(0, A T ) ; |/(*)| <  c||x||-“ . (43)
Then, the following inequality holds for any x  G 3(0, M ).
I f f ( x )  dx +  a2(2na2)^ J ^ g(X;(r)\
JR" OXk
3cn7r?M *(n~o) /  M 2 MM* M*2 \
2a2r (^  +  1) \a — n a — n — 1 a — n — 2 /
(44)
(45)
(46)
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P r o o f  Sketch
I j f  f ( x ) d x  + (T2(2n(r2)^-^-I g(x;a)\ (47)
=  I [  f ( t )d t  +  a2(2ircr2)% [  f(t)k(x-t- ,<r)dt\ (48)
J R" Vxk JRn
=  I [  f { t )d t  +  a\2na2) î  f  / ( t ) ( ^ fc ^ ------- ^ ) k ( x  -  t;cr) d#9)
J R" J R" O O
-  I + e  2u
(7 (7“
)  <it \ (50)
+
[  / ( * ) ( !  +  (51)
[  / W ( i  +  ( i 2 ^ - i ) « - ' ^ ) - e | .  (52)
We now bound each of these terms separately. For the first term we proceed 
as follows.
[  /(*)(! + (
Jb(o,m *) v
( x fc -  i fc) 2 .
-------3 ----------- 0 e 2" d t l
< ( /  / » (t) * ) I/a(  /  ( i  +  ( ( £ - î i l ! _ i ) e- ^ ) 2d t W )
V/£?(0,M-) t V JB(0,M*) '  ^ /  /
< ll/ll I /  (l + (
' 0 ( 0 ,M * )  v
<
( a *  -  ifc)2
- l ) e - ^ ) 2 d t )
1/2
^  1/2
Il (  /  ( f (lt J 0 ’ )2* )\./0(0,M*)  ^2 (T J J
-  2^ ll/l1 (Z(„,M.) ( (l‘ _ t ‘ )î) ““ j
( \ 1/2
/ 8(o.M, ( (M + M‘ )2) 2d‘ J
-  ¿ ( M  +  M*)2||/I| ( VolfSfO.Ar)))*
=  A ( m  +  m - )2| | /| | (-| 1 - m * " ) j ,
(53) 
\  1 /2)
(55)
r(f+ i)'
where (54) uses Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, and (56) uses Proposition 4 
(Bound on Hessian’s Diagonal of a Gaussian) and (58) uses the fact that inte­
gration is over 5(0, M*) and the assumption that x  € 5(0,
(56)
(57)
(58)
(59)
(60)
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We now proceed with the second term as the following:
i /m i  ii +  ( ( -  V  - 1)
lRn\B(0,M*) O
|a,-t||2 \
dt \J
I »-*11'2I dt
MR"\B(0,M*)
JRn\B(0,M*) V O '
f 
IJR
±  [
2<t2 Jr
è l .
L
lRn\B(0,M*)
>Rn\B(0,M‘ )
IRn\B(0,M‘ )
c||t|| a(xk - t k)2dt
I —a/„2(xk +  2\xk\ \tk\ +  tk)dt
I—a/ »/f2(M +  2M |tfc| +  i fc) dt
3
2a2 7r"\b(o,m *)
3c
2<t2 J M
° mv^r 
m * r ( f  +  1) 
3cn7rtM*(n- a) /  M 2
(61)
(62)
(63)
(64)
(65)
(66)
(67)
3c r
2<t2 Ja
c\\t\\~a(M z 4- 2M ||t|| +  ||t||) dt 
j  Surf(«Sn_ i(0 , r ) )^ M 2r~a +  2Mrl~a +  r2~a j^ dr (68) 
( m V °  +  2M r1- “ +  r2- “ )
-71—1
dr
“ „  M M *  M * ” \
( ---------- !■ 2------------- -\---------------— ) ,\a — n a — n — l a — n — 2 /2»2r ( f  + 1)
(69)
(70)
where (63) uses Proposition 4 (Bound on Hessian’s Diagonal of a Gaussian), 
and (64) applies lemma’s assumption Vx G Mn \ 5(0, M * ) ; |/(x)| <  c||x||~“ . In 
(66) we use lemma’s assumption that x  G 5(0, M ). Finally, (69) uses the fact 
that the integral of a radially symmetric function is equivalent to a 1-d integral 
along the radius of (n — l)-dimensional sphere.
Applying the inequalities in (60) and (70) to (47), the it follows that:
| f  f ( x ) d x  +  CT2(27riT2) î 4 -j s (x ;(t)|
JR" Qxl
< ¿ ( M  +  M *)2 l l / l l ( r r f ^ v A f ) 1
(71)
(72)
+
3cn7rTM*(n“ a) /  M 2
2a2r ( f +  1)
 „  MM* M *2 \
( ---------- •" 2------------r H---------------- ) . (73)\a — n a — n —1 a — n — 2 /
□
Proposition  6 (Bound on  Hessian’s Off-Diagonal o f  a Gaussian) For any
real vectors x  and t and any cr >  0, the following inequality holds.
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(74)0 <
\ X j  -  tj I \xk -  tk | ^ I X j  -  tj\ \xk -  tk I
2 e 2a — ------------ o----------a2 a2
P roo f Sketch Consider the function \z\e~*r defined for any z € R. We first 
obtain an over-estimator for this function that has simpler form. It is easy to 
check that \z\ provides such an over estimator:
Vz e  R ; \z\> \z\e~*r > 0. (75)
In particular, by choosing 2 =  (Xj -  tj)/a and then again z =  (xk -  tk)/cr, 
we can proceed as below:
xj tj I ^ I xj tj | \i——————  /  — ■ ■ ■ P 2tr*e 2^ > 0
xj tj\ \xk tk| |Xj t j| \xk + Z^fe_ììlL
> 0
X j - t j  | \xk - t k\ \xj-tj\ \xk - t k\ i*j-tj)2+(*k-*k)2—------—-^---------- - > — -----——---------- -p 5^ 2 P 2^ i -ur
_  I xj tj I \xk £fc| ^ I X j  tj I \xk tk I 11°^ *\\2 ^ n— q ^ ~-----------6 2<t /  Urr^  rr*
□
Lemma 7 (Convergence o f  Hessian’s Off-Diagonal) Consider f  : Rn -> 
M. Suppose there exists for f  some M* > 0, c >  0 and integer a > n +  3 with 
the following property:
'ix 6 Rn \ 15(0, M * ) ; |/(*)| <c||«||-a . (80)
Then, the following inequality holds for any x  € 3(0, M ).
<
d2
y(*;^)l
7T?
' ' 2(2™ 2)% x *
r($ + i)
cn7r? M * (w~o) /  M 2 MM*
cr2r ( f +  1) Va — n a — n — 1
(  —  ------ M*n )
v m   i r  /
+
M *2 \
a -  n -  2 /
P ro o f Sketch We proceed as below:
(81)
(82)
(83)
(76)
(77) 
>(78)
(79)
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(84)
=  CT (85)*(27r<x2)^ —^—  [  f ( t )k (x  — t] a) dt
O X j X k jR n
= |CT2(2«t2)* J  — —  —  (86)
= | f | (87)
■IB
/+  1 /  ( x j  -  -  t t ) / ( t ) e - i f e « e  |
'R"\B(0,A/*)
(88)
We now bound each of these terms separately. For the first term we proceed 
as follows.
i /
< ( /  / 2( t )d t )1/2(  /  (
y J B (0 ,M m) '  \ J b (0 ,M *) V
(g j  ~  ¿ jX ^fc  ~  ¿fc) - 2 \ 2
< (a?j ~ ¿jXsfc - ¿ f c ) c-Hai„-*ll2 ) *
\  1/2
< ll/ll /  (
|a?j- — ij-| I** -ifc|  \2
\  1/2
<
) *
4ll/ll | /  (M + M*)2 (M +  M*)2 dt
O \  J B (0 ,M *)
1 /2
{M +  M * \2
{M +  M * \ 2
( Vol(B(0,M -)))!
( — — — A/*” ')5
v m  + 1)
(89)
z v 1/2  
Y  dt 190)
(91)
(92)
(93)
(94)
(95)
where (90) uses Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, and (92) uses Proposition 6 
(Bound on Hessian’s Off-Diagonal of a Gaussian).
We now proceed with the second term as the following.
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(96)
( X j  -  t j) (xk -  tk)
<
<
<
<
<
<
)
dt |
U ~
{xj -  t j)(xk -  tk)
lRn\B (0,M •)
l/(t)|l zizl£p
lRn\B(0,M *) V
R"\B(0,M*)
Rn\B(0,M *)
c\\t\\ °|Xj - t j\  |*fc - t k\dt
- a ( \ X j \  + \tj\)(\xk\Jr\tk\)dt
(97)
(98)
(99)
(100)
1 /
JRn\B (0,M */  
L 
^L  
^L
-4  !  c W n i x j W x k l  +  (|xj| + |*fc|)||t|| + ||t||2) rft(102)
a JRn\B(0,M*)
—  /  Surf(<Sn_ i(0 ,r))r a( \xj\ \xk\ +  (|®,-| +  |a;fc|)r +  r2 )dt  (103) 
a Jm -
C n  7r ?
~ 2  /  v ( n ~TTTrW l r'°(|xj||a:fc| + (\xj\ + |*fc|)r + r2) dr(104) 
a Jm * 1 12 +  i )
t r°°
/  rn -1-a(M 2 +  2rM  +  r2 ) dr (105)
2" • i )  Jm -
‘ \B( 0,M *)
c\\t\\ a(\xj \\xk\ +  \xj\\tk\ +  |ij||*fc| +  |ij||i*|)^H)l)
cn
cr2r(
c m r $ M * {n- a) / M 2
° 2 r ( f +  1)
 MM* M* \
\a — n a — n — 1 a — n — 2 / ’ (106)
where (98) uses Proposition 6 (Bound on Hessian’s Off-Diagonal of a Gaus­
sian), and (99) applies lemma’s assumption Vcc € Kn \5 (0 ,M*) ;  |/(cc)| < 
c||x||~a. In (105) we use the fact that x  G 5 (0 ,M). Finally, (103) uses the 
fact that the integral of a radially symmetric function is equivalent to a 1-d 
integral along the radius of n -  1-dimensional sphere.
Applying the inequalities in (95) and (106) to (84), the following follows.
d2
< ^ ^ I l / l l  (r(f7T)M*")
cri7TTM*(n- a) /  M 2 _ M M
° 2 r ( f +  1)
+-
* M *2 \
( -------  +  2------------— +  ----------- — ) .
\a — n a — n —1 a — n — 2 /
(107)
(108) 
(109)
□
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Theorem 2 8 (Convergence o f  Hessian) Consider f  : Rn -> HL Suppose 
there exists for f  some M* >  0, c >  0 and integer a > n +  3 with the following 
property.
Vx £ Rn \ B (0 ,M * ) ; |/(*)| < c||x||-a . (110)
Then, for any e >  0 and any M  > 0, if a (as a function of e and M ) is 
chosen large enough in the sense of satisfying the following inequality,
-  T(” + |)(ll/ ll(Ai2 + iw'*
cn7T7M*(n- a) /  M 2
+ r ( f  + l) l a - n
it is guaranteed to have4,
) [  — — ---- M*n \
H m  +  i) /
+  2
r(t  ‘
MM*  
a — n — 1 +
M*
a — n
(111) 
, (H2)
V* € B(0,M);  ||I [  f { t )d t  +  iT2(v/2^a)nV 25(*;<T)||00 < c. (113)
J R"
P ro o f Sketch We first upper bound ||J JR„ f { t )d t  +  a2(y/27r(r)nV 2g(x-  <r)||oo 
as follows.
4The notation ||A||oo is for the max-norm of the matrix A  and is defined as ||A ||oo —
ma.Xij | dij |.
27
<||/ [  f (t )d t+  er2(V^<r)nV 2<7(a;; cr l^oo
J R"
¿ 1  /  f(t)dt +  o2(V2^ <T)n-^ I g{x-(j)\
k=i Jun axk
d2
+  S  S  | * 2 ( v & ) n 1
j= i f e ^ j  
n
Xjl JRrJ ^ dX +
. d
d x k
3cnwiM ' (n~a)/  M2
(114)
(115)
(116)
(117)
(118)
3cnir^Mt{n~a> ( 2 „ MM* M*2 \ ,  ,
+ 2a2r ( f  + l) ( o - n  + o - n  -  1 + a - n - 2 )  1^19^
+ £ £
(M +  M*)
- » ' »  ( r ^ T T ) ^ " ) (120)j  =  l  fc /j
cmr%M*{n- a) /  M 2 „ MM* M*2 \ , x
+  a2r ( f +  1) +  a - n -  1 +  a — n — 2 )
< ^ ( |  -I-«  -  1) ll/IKAi2 + 1W"2) ( ) * (122)
cn7r^M*(n-a) / M2 „ MM* M*2 \\ ,
+ m  + i) ( — + + ^ ^ 2 ) ) ’(123>
where (117) uses Proposition 5 (Convergence of Hessian’s Diagonals) and 
(120) uses Proposition 7 (Convergence of Hessian’s Diagonals).
In order to guarantee ||I fRn f ( t )d t  +  cr2(V2na)n'V2g(x-,cr)\\00 is less than 
e, it is sufficient to have an upper bound of the former being less than e. That 
means, the following inequality must hold.
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(124)£ ( §  +  n -  1) f  ||/||(M2 +  A T 2) (  AT" )  è
cn-KÎM*{n~a) /  M2 MM* M*2 \\
r ( f  +  1) V a — n a — n — 1 ^  a — n — 2 / y
<  e
cniriM,<-n- a) { M2 MM- M*2 \ \
r (f  +  1) V a — n a — n —l " *" a — n — 2 / J
<  t 2 .
(125)
(126)
(127)
(128) 
(129)
□
Corollary 9 (Asymptotic Convexity for Functions with Rapidly Enough Decay Rate)
Consider f  : Mn -> K. Suppose there exists for f  some M* > 0, c > 0 and in­
teger a >  n +  3 with the following property.
V c c e r \ £ (0 ,M * ) ;  |/(*)| < c||a;||-a . (130)
Then, f  is asymptotically strict convex “if and only if” f Rn f ( x )  dx <  0.
Proof Sketch By Proposition 2, any function /  is asymptotically strict convex 
if and only if it satisfies the following condition.
VM > 0 , 3  a*M , Vx E B(0, M ) , Vcr > a*M :
S/2g(x;a) >- O . (131)
Since <t > 0, the above condition can be equivalently expressed as below:
VM > 0, 3a*M , Vx e B(0, M ) , Vcr > a*M : 
cr2(v/27T£7)nV 2^ (*;cr) >- O . (132)
On the other hand, the tail decay assumptions allow us to apply Theorem 
8 (Convergence of Hessian), which states that for any M  >  0, there exists 
some <r >  0 which can make following quantity “arbitrarily small” for any 
x € B(0, M).  Note that below ||/(£)|| < oo due to its decay rate property5.
5If there exists for /  some M* >  0, c > 0 and integer a > n + 1 with the following property:
Vx € Rn \ 0(0, M*); |/(x)| < c||x|r°, (133)
then ||/(t)|| < oo.
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IIi f  f{t)dt +  iT2(v/27rcr)nV2i?(a;;<j)||max (134)
Consequently, if JRnf(t)dt <  0, then a2(y/2na)nV2g(x;(T) can be made 
arbitrarily close to a matrix with zero off-diagonals and strictly positive di­
agonals (hence satisfying cr2(v/27rcr)nV 2^ (x; a) y  O) and thus /  is asymptot­
ically convex. On the other hand, if /  is asymptotically convex, it satisfies 
cr2(\/27rcr)nV 2#(ic; cr) >- O, which according to (134) can approach to a ma­
trix with zero off-diagonals and equal diagonals (all equal to -  fRn f(t) dt), 
where the only choice for fRn f(t) dt is to be strictly negative in order to keep 
a2(y/2T:a)nV2g(x;a) positive definite.
□
8.4.2 Asymptotic Minimizer for Functions with Rapidly Enough De­
cay Rate
Main Result (Corollary 13) Consider f  : Rn -> R. Suppose there is an 
origin-centered ball out of which f  decays like ||cc||~n-4 or faster. Then for 
any origin-centered ball, there always exists some o that can make VAwf
JR” J(t) dt
arbitrary close to the stationary point of g(x ;o ) .
Lemma 10 (Zeroth Moment Convergence) Consider f  : Rn —>• R. Sup­
pose there exists for f  some M* >  0, c > 0 and integer a > n +  3 with the 
following property.
V ® € l n \ 13(0, A T ) ; |/(*)| < c||x||-a . 
Then for any x  € £?(0, M ) the following inequality holds.
/ / m ( i - . - - = - ) dt
<
(M  +  M *ÿ
ï o 2
cmr% M*n~a 
+ 2<^ r(2 +  l)
/  M 2 
v a — +  2- n a
MM*
n — 1 +
M ~  \  
a — n — 2 /
Proof Sketch
(135)
(136)
(137)
(138)
(139)
(140)
(141)
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We now bound each of these terms separately. Starting from the first term 
in (140), we proceed as below.
<
<
<
i /  m( 
\\m\\( [  ( i -
n*-tir \1 _  e— 37T- ) dt
I =■»-1II2 \ 2
e ^  J dt
dt
11/(4)11
(M  +  M *)2 \2
2a2
dt
(M  +  M*)
2 cr2 —  11/(4)11 ( V o l( f l(0 ,M * ))
(M  +  M *)2 
2 ^ i i /m i K r t f V ''" )
(142)
(143)
(144)
(145)
(146)
(147)
where (143) uses Cauchy-Schwartz inequality and (144) uses the fact that 
Vy G R ; 1 — e~y <  y2. In (145) we use lemma’s assumption that x  6 B(0, M ) 
and that the integration domain is t G B(0, M*).
Now we upper bound the second term in (140) as below.
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<<
<
<
JRn\B(0,M')  V '
i  | a» — * | 2
/  \f(t)\ | l - e — ^ - |  dt
JRn\B(0,M*)
/  I/Ml
JRn\B(0,M*) ^f |/ ( t) | N P  +  2||x||j|t|| +  ||t|p dt
j R n\B(0,Mm)
jJ R"
2cr2 X »
2a2
N I 2 + 2|NI I|t|| + I|t||2
2d2
\B(0,M*)
~a +  2M||£||1_a + dt
(148)
(149)
(150)
(151)
(152)
(153)
c
2^2 y  Surf(<Sn_ i (0, r ) )^M 2r~a +  2M r1~a +  r2~a ^dr (154)
dr
cnir? M* /  M 2 t 2 MM* M *2 \
\a — n a — n — 1 a — n — 2 /2ff2r ( f +  i )
Applying (147) and (156) to (140) implies the following inequality.
^  / w ( i - «  )<&
(M  +  M
(155)
(156)
(157)
(158)
(159)
c n ir iM , " ~ ‘x /  M 2 „  M M ’ M ’ 2 \ , ,
+  2<T2 r ( f  +  l ) ( ^  +  2a - n - l  +  a - „ - 2 ) -  (160)
□
Lemma 11 (First M om ent Convergence) Consider f  : Rn —>■ R. Suppose 
there exists for f  some M* >  0, c >  0 and integer a >  n +  4 uwi/i the following 
property.
V i 6 Rn \ <6(0, M * ) ; |/(*)| < c||x||-a (161)
Then for any x  G 6 (0 , M ), and any i — 1,2, * • - , n, the following inequality 
holds.
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(162)
< (M  +  M*)
*\2
2a2
cn7TTM*n+1- a
L 
2
Proof Sketch
7T^
r(f+i)
M 2 _ MM*
(163)
n7 i~Q  ^ 0  M* ^
2<j2r (S  +  l) V a - n - l  a — n — 2 ^ a  — rc — 3 /
| J t i f ( t ) ( l - e ~ Jl^ -  jdt\ (165)
| /  ii/ ( t ) f l - e - ^ !Li)dt| (166)
J B (0 ,M *) V 7
+| /  t j/(t )  ( 1 — e— 37«-)d t| . (167)
./R"\B(0,Af*) v y
We now bound each of these terms separately. Starting from the first term 
in (166), we proceed as below.
<
<
<
dt| i
J b ( o,m *) v '
ll* i/(* )llf /  ( l - e ~ ^ Ÿ d t
\ J b (o ,m *) v j
l|ii/(*)ll /  (\Vb(0,M*) v
ll* i/(*)ll [ f (
\ J b (o ,m *) v
_  fil2 X 2l| g -* ll
2cr2
dt
(M  +  M *)2 \2
2<t2
dt
(M  +  M*)
2a2 — I|ti/(t)ll ( Vol(B(0,Ar)
* \ 2(M  +  M*) 
2a2
(168)
(169)
(170)
(171)
(172)
(173)
where (169) uses Cauchy-Schwartz inequality and (170) uses the fact that 
Vy G R ; 1 -  e~y < y2. In (171) we use lemma’s assumption that x  G 5(0, M ) 
and that the integration domain implies t G 5(0, M*).
Now we upper bound the second term in (166) as below.
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jRn\B(0,Mm) '  '
dt\
<
<
<
lRn\ B (0 ,M m)
| I 11 -  e 2tr^  | dt
<
<
J
f \Uf(t)\
j R n\B (0 ,M *)
7R"\b(o,m *)
f \ u m \
j R n\B (0 ,M * )
[ \\t\\\m
j R n\B (0 ,M *)
/  c||t||||t||-
Vr"\s (o,m *)
A  /  M 2||t||1- a +  2M||t|j2_a +  ||*||3- a
yRn\B(o,M*)
poo
2 ^2 J Surf(S„_1(0 ,r))( ’ A /2r 1- “ +  2M r2~“ +  r 3~a) dr (182)
2a-2
||x||2 +  2||a?lj |]t|| +  |[t||2 
2<t2
M 2 +2M||t|| +  ||i||2 ^  
------------ 2?5------------ dt
M 2 +2M\\t\\ +  \\t\\2 
' 2
_a M 2 +  2M\\t\\ +  \\t\\2 
2a2 ‘
(174)
(175)
(176)
(177)
(178)
(179)
(180) 
(181)
c
2a1 
cmv%M
(183)
* n + l —a
L w T T ) ( M V - a +  2 M r 2 - a  +  r3- ° ) dr
(  — ———r +  H )  (184)
(185)
2<r2r ( |  + i)
Applying (173) and (184) to (166) implies the following inequality.
*»/(* )( 1 - e  ) dt)
< (M  +  M *)s2^2 »-■' v-/i. v r ( f  + 1)
cn7r^M*n+1-° /  M 2 _ MM*
l|ii/(t)ll( n i r n M*n)
(186)
(187)
'.m ?  2 M* M ~  \
2a2r ( f +  1) l a - n - 1  a — n — 2 ^  a — n — 3 /
□
Theorem 2 12 Consider f  : Rn —> M. Suppose there exists for f  some M* > 0, 
c >  0 and integer a >  n +  4 with the following property.
V* € Kn \ £(0, M*) ; |/(®)| < c||x|ra . (189)
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Then, for any e >  0 and any ¿ =  1,2,--- ,n, there always exists some a* >  0 
that satisfies the following inequality.
(M  +  M *)’ ||/(t)|| (  r j f l iy A /* " )3 +  ^  +  2MML. +  )
<r > m axi--------------------------- ------------------ V ? — ,, x i--------------------------------------L
I Jun /(^) ^1
(190)
| j R„ t,/(t)dt| (M +  Af*)>||/(t)|| (  ^ M * " ) 3 +  +  2M £ _  +
i r >.i ~  (19Ij
’ l / , . / ( t ) < « l  4h„mdt\
(M  +  A f ) 2||ti/(t)|| (  r ^ y M - )  3 +  +  2 ^  +  ^  )
+
= I / r » f(t)dt\
} (192)
In addition, for any a > a*, and for any x  G 3(0, M ) the following inequality 
holds.
f Rn f(t)U  dt fun f(t)tik (x  -  t ; a2) dt
< e .
fun f  (t ) dt fRn f  (t)k (x  t; cr2) dt
P roo f Sketch The theorem seeks to bound the following quantity.
i Jr« f (t )t i  dt fRn f(t)tik (x  -  t; cr2) dt
(193)
(194)
fu n f(t)d t  fRn f(t )k (x  -  t; cr2) dt 
Since a > 0 (note that the inequality is strict), we have the following identity.
fRn tik(x  -  t ; cr2) dt 
fun f(* )k {x  -  t; a2) dt 
f Rn(y/2na)nf(t)tik (x  -  t; a2) dt 
f Rn(y/2TT(T)nf(t )k (x  -  t-,cr2)dt
fun
fun f{t)e~
n» - *ii2172
I »-*112 271
' dt 
dt
Therefore the task can be equivalently written as below.
(195)
(196)
(197)
(198)
fun f(t)U  dt fun f  (t)Uk(x -  t; cr2) dt (199)
/ « . / ( * ) * fun f ( t )H x  ~ b  o'2) dt
fun f(t)U  dt S ^ m U e - ^ - d t (200)
Jr.  f ( t )d t Jr.  / ( t j e - ^ d t
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We proceed with the second form, as it is easier to analyze.
We first must ensure that this task is well-defined, i.e. the denominators are 
non-zero. We already know from theorem’s assumptions that fRn f ( t )  dt ±  0.
n | as — 1 1| ^
Therefore, we just need to ensure f Rn f ( t ) e  dt /  0. We use the following
fact.
V(a, b) € K -  {0} x R ; |a| > 2 UB(|a -  b\) => 2\b\ > |a|, (201)
_ ||a - t||3
where UB means upper bound. Therefore, in order to have | fRn f (t )e  ■*<*'* dt | > 
5 I f ( t )  dt I, it is sufficient to satisfy the following inequality.
i| /  f(t)dt\  >UB(| [  f { t ) d t -  f dt\) (202)
& J R" J R" J Rn
=► [  f { t ) e ~ ^ - d t \  >  i| [  f ( t )  dt | (203)
J R" * jRn
We obtain the upper bound in (202) as below using lemma 10, which is 
restated below.
dt
<
ll/(‘ ) l l ( r ? f T n M - " )2<r2 v r(§ +1)
cnir^M*n~“ / M 2 M M * M*2 \
\ a — n a — n —1 a — n — 2/
(204)
(205)
(206)2a2 r ( §  + 1 )
Plugging this upper bound into (202) gives the following condition for guar­
anteeing | fRn f ( t ) e ~ " 2 "^ dt | > \ | / Rn f ( t )  dt | (due to (201)).
5I [  f(t)dt\>UB(| [f ( t ) d t -  [  )
z J R" J R" J R"
(.M +  M *)2
2<r2
cmv% M*n~a
2^ r ( f +  i)
dtl >
+
««* > “ (  f i f T i j " * ’ )
/ M 2 „  M M " M"~ \
( -------- +  2-------------  +  -------------  |
\a — n a — n — 1 a — n — 2 )
a > cr*
(207)
(208)
(209)
(2 10 )
<r*2 =
(M  +  M -)2||/(t)|| (  r ^ M *” ) 1 +  ^
1)
It is easy to check that such a* >  0 always exists, because (210) is always 
bounded. Specifically, observe that f Rn f ( t ) dt ^  0 due to theorem’s assump-
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tions, and that ||/(t)|| < oo due to its decay rate property6. Finally, M  and M*
| a —11| ^
cannot be oo because they are real numbers. Consequently, fRn f ( t ) e  2^ dt >
I / rti f ( t )  dt | due to (201) and since by theorem’s assumption we know | fRn f ( t )  dt | /
0, it follows that fRn f(t)e~  ' *** dt ^  0 as well.
Now that we know how to keep (194) well-defined, we can proceed by finding 
an upper bound for it.
I Jr" f (t ) t j  dt ^ JRn f(t)t jk (x  — t; a2) dt
J ^ f ( t ) dt Jr« f { t ) k ( x - t \ a 2)dt
We start from the fact that a/b — c/d — a/b(d — b)/d +  (a — c)/d and thus 
we have the following.
< |a| \ d - b \  |a-c|
'6 d l ~ \b\ \d\ \d\ *
In fact, the above inequality implies a more useful one as below.
a _ c  |o|UB(|d-6|) UB(|a — c|)
'b d l ~ |6| LB(|d|) LB(|d|) '
Using this inequality, we can move as the following.
(213)
(214)
<
■ Jr* f W i  dt _  fRn f  (t)tjk (x  — t; cr2) dt 
fRn f( t )d t  fRn f ( t )k (x  — t; cr2) dt
| fRn m u  dt\ UB(| fRn f ( t )k (x  -  t; a2) dt -  JRw /(t) dt|) 
I / r« f ( t )  dt\ LB(| / Rn f { t )k (x  -  t; a2) dt\)
UB(I Jr» f (t ) t i  dt -  f Rn f(t)tik (x  -  t; a2) dt\)
LB(| f R„ f ( t )k (x  — t; a2) dt\)
„ ( M + M
I /Rn f(t)ti dt\ 2 + TIT (M L1 a —n
■ 2 . MM*
' a—n —1 +
\jR~m dt\ * I /r- f(t)dt\
+■
(M+M*)'  
2a1 • !!**/(*) II (  +
cmr% M * n+1~ 
2^ r (£ +i )
Jr.  f(t)dt\
• (  Ml
y a —n—1 +
o MM*  ,+ M *2 \a —n —3 J
(215)
(216) 
(217)
• (219)
Thus, in order to have I £  £. »  is sufficient 
to keep its upper bound in (218) less than e as shown below:
6 If there exists for /  some M* >  0, c >  0 and integer a > n +  l with the following property.
then ||/(t)|| <  00.
V i e r \  6 (0 , A T ) ; |/(*)| < c||x||-a , (212)
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i r x / .w  J.| (M + M<)2 II f/'+MI Z' 7T? a -r-rA ? , cn7T?M*n- a /  M 2 , o MM* , M*2 \
I / r „  / ( * ) * »  ¿*1 H A  ) l l  ^  r ( f + l )  J  2tr* r ( ^ + l ) ~  ^  a - n  a —n — 1
IJR- /(*)<*! jl Jr» / ( * ) * !
+  -
< e
(M + M * )2 |U //-.Nil /  Trt , c n n % A r n+1- a (  M 2 , o  M M ’  , M * 2 \
~2<ra ■ 11^ 7 Wll r[f+ryM J + ~Ta'i r($+i)  ^^ r r  + +  3 = ^ 3  J
JU r" f ^ ) dt I
^ I fun dt _  f Rn f(t)t jk (x  t ‘,a 2)dt 
k n f ( t ) d t  JRn f( t )k (x  — t; a2) dt
which can equivalently be written as:
< e,
( 221)
( 222)
(223)
r j. jw±\ (^£+A£2ll|| tt7  M * n \  2 4 - cnn^ M *n a (  M 2fn n tif (t )d t l  2e ll-'WH  ^r(|+i)M J + ~2Tr(|+i) +  2 M M * o—n—1 +
M *2 \
(225)
(226) 
(227)
I / R» /(* ) ¿¿I 51 Jr-  /(*)<**!
+
( M + M * )2 |i, (  n ' t  n / r * n \ ^  , c m r 7 M ,n+1 “ Z M 22e \\t t j ( m   ^ r { » +1) M  J +  2er(n + l) +  2 M M *a —n —2 + M * 2 \a —n —3 J
s l / R- f(*)dt\
< a
| Jfljn f{t)U  dt fRn f(t)tik (x  -  t; a2) dt
fun f ( t )  dt fRn f (t )k (x  -  t; a2) dt < e,
with a* being the a that when the inequality in (224) is changed to an 
equality. It is easy to check that such a* >  0 always exists, because the LHS 
of (224) is always bounded. Specifically, observe that JRn f ( t )  dt ^  0 due to 
theorem’s assumptions, and that ||/(£)|| < oo and \\tif(t)\\ <  oo due to decay 
rate7 property of / .
Remember, however, we earlier had an additional constraint on cr* back in 
(210). In order for cr* to jointly satisfy (210) and (210), we can choose it as 
below.
7If there exists for /  some M* > 0, c >  0 and integer a >  n +  2 with the following property.
V* € Kn \ 0(0, A T ); |/(as)| < c||*|ra , (228)
then ||/(t)|| < oo and ||ij/(t)|| < oo.
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a =  max-
(M  +  M ' n m H  (  [  +  Cnrf^+i)~a (  £ ;  +  ^  )
fRn f ( t )  dt\
(229)
] J ,„ dt| (M  +  M -)2H/(t)|| ( r t f l r y M - ) ;  (  &  +  2 ^  +  ^ j
’ l /K,/(t )d t| e| / r» /(* ) ¿*1
+
(M +  A f)2||ti/(t)|| (  r ^ M ' " )  J +  )  ,
/ Rn /(¿ )  dt| '
(231)
□
Corollary 13 Consider f  : Mn —>■ R. Suppose there exists for f  some M* > 0, 
c > 0 and integer a >  n +  4 with the following property.
V* € Mn \ 5(0, M * ) ; |/(a)| < c||®|ra . (232)
Let x* denote a stationary point of g{x\ a), that is V g (x*a; cr) =  0. Then, for 
any e > 0 and any M  >  0, there always exists some (large enough) a > 0 (which
depends on t and M ) that can make II ~fn 1 j(t)dt ~ ^alloo arbitrarily small.
P ro o f Sketch The assumption on /  allows application of theorem 12. There­
fore, from that theorem it follows that, for any e > 0, and any i =  1,2, • • • , n, 
there “always exists” some a* >  0 that satisfies the following inequality.
a* >  m ax (233)
(M  +  M'nmw(  ^ M * " ) 1 +  )
1 l / R»/(i)<ftl
| Jg„ um dtI W + M*)2||/(t)|| ( + 2^  + ^  )
’ I/ „ . / ( * ) * !  4 /* . / (« )< # !
(M +  M ' m m w  (  +  2
+
-I / r -  / ( * )
} (235)
In addition, for any a >  a*, and for any x  6 5 (0 ,M ), the following inequal­
ity holds.
I Jr» d t _  /Rn f (t)t jk (x  t; c r2 )  dt
Jr« f ( t )  dt fRn f (t )k (x  -t ;< r2)dt ~ * ‘
Consequently, this result holds for all i =  1,2, • • • n “simultaneously” , when 
stated as the following. For ¿ =  1,2,--- , n, and any a  >  0 there “always exists” 
some a* >  0 that satisfies the following inequality.
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a* >  max
(M +  M -)2||/(t)|| ( r f a M " )  * + ^ ; r J ( ^  +  2^ r  +  )
1 l / R» / (* )<« l
f I u m  dt\ (M  +  M - ) 2||/(t)|| (  n f l i y M - ) 1 +  — (  £  +  2 ^  +  _ jC l
I /r-Z W ^ I  «1 / Rn f ( t )  dt\
+
(M  +  J Q  W (< ) l l  (  r 1 +  (  ; j £ r  +  2 ^  +  ^  )
I
I
I
!
1
1
Jr» /(*) <&!
} } (23
In addition, for any a > a*, and for any x  G B(0, M ) the following inequality 
holds.
Vi € { 1. 2, ■ ■ •,«}; IV  -  V  A f A f I <(g40)
/ R n  /(* ) dt f R n f ( t )k (x  -  t ; <r2) dt 
y -  | f R n f(t)tj dt f Rn f(t)tjh (x  -  t ; <t2) dt
hi Jr- /(*)dt Jr- /(*)*(* -  *5 ff2) dt ~ nCl
On the other hand, we have the following inequalities.
(241)
(242)
II 1r" fjfyi dt ^ Jj^ n f(t)tjk(x t‘,a2)dt 
Jr- f(t) dt JRn f(t)k(x -  t; <x2) dt l|o°
^ | / r" fifytj dt ^  f Rn f(t)tjk{x — t; <72) dt
h i  funfWdt fR„ f{t)k(x — t; a2) dt
From (241) and (243), the following follows.
(243)
(244)
Jr» /(t)*i dt _ JRnf ( t ) t i k ( x - t ;a 2)dt 
Jr- /(*) Jr* /(*)*(* -  t ; <T2) dt
(245)
We stress that for any “arbitrarily small” e > 0, there always exists some 
corresponding <x* that satisfies the bound in (245) for any a > a*.
It just remains to show how (245) is related to a stationary point of g (x ; a). 
We proceed by writing down the definition of a stationary point x*a as below.
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Vg{x*ff;a ) =  0 (246)
=  S 7 [f( .)* k ( .;a 2)](x*cr) =  0 (247)
=  [ / (• )*  Vfc(.; a2) ] « )  =  0 (248)
=  [ / ( - ) * y * ( - ; ^ ) ] K )  =  o (249)
=  [  /(* ) XrT 2 ^  fc(a?g -  t] a2) dt =  0 (250)JR" T^
=  x*ff f / (t)k(x* -  t; <t2) dt =  I t f ( t ) k ( x * - t ; a 2)d t (251) 
./Rn J R"
=  x* =  A "  ~ /9co\
-  * '  JRnf ( t )k (x * - t , (T 2)dt ' ^
Plugging (252) into (245) proves the corollary.
, / r t .  dt
Jr™ / (¿) dt
®<rl|oo ^ ^ (253)
□
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